AN

OFFICE

FOR A SMALL

INDUSTRIAL CONCERN
SOLON INTERIOR DESIGN

GOALS
1: To maximize individual and thereby group productivity
through the creation of a flexible, stimulating, yet meditative
interior environment.
Each workspace’s storage is flexible and largely definable
by its user’s needs. Interior space is planned to experienced dynamically rather than statically; workers orbit
the central pinwheel when moving through the office,
and are never locked into a grid or symmetry. Raw or
brutal treatment of materials like concrete floor or galvanized steel lights and desk hardware provides meaningful
ornament referential to the industrial tasks the workers
manage.

2: To empower each employee as the master of his or her own
workspace with the availability of powerful, private, and social
positions for seating.

3: To encourage a culture of interpersonal transparency
through spatial openness and interrelatedness of workspaces.

4: To provide all employees access to daylight and views from
their workstations.

5: To psychologically fulfill worker’s needs for distributive justice while providing for the work needs of all employees.
For instance, the CEO’s office and storage spaces are
much smaller than the receptionist’s, but the CEO is given status through power position of his or her desk in a
private office.
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This office for a small industrial concern is
a psychological machine that encourages a
culture individual ability through which
group productivity will flourish. The simplicity and natural quality of all materials
implies that the industrial processes of the
concern are ornamental or beautiful
enough and valuable enough to inspire
morale and therefore work ethic in employees. Each employee is offered a large
degree of autonomy in their own workspace and the variety of common workspaces in the office; one face of a coin is
freedom and the other is responsibility: in
a culture of liberty a culture of accountability will naturally follow. The office respects
each employee with access to daylight and
views, as well as high quality furniture finishes, large personal desks in which the
employee can work in different positions
to actively pursue sociability, privacy, or
power. The pinwheel configuration of the
junior offices and asymmetrical and open
plan of the main floor creates a dynamic
experience of space and movement that
would be impossible in any grid configuration. These features combined create an elegant office that naturally encourages morale and productivity: an environment of
mutual benefit for employer and employee
in which all feel honored to take part.
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